Spring 2019 Tech Info
April means springtime is in bloom; a time for growth and rejuvenation. We're
excited for spring and to feature some of the latest at BayInfotech.

Love Never Fails Fundraiser
BayInfotech was honored to support Love Never Fails (LNF) at their Meaningful
Work fundraiser in March. This event supports the work LNF does opening
doors for survivors of human trafficking and at-risk young adults. The focus of
the night was raising funds for the IT Biz program that provides tools and
resources for establishing sustainable careers.

CRN Tech Elite 250 Award
BayInfotech is grateful to be acknowledged by
CRN.com on their 2019 Tech Elite 250 list. This
achievement is awarded to solution providers in
the U.S. and Canada who have the highest level
and most certifications from Amazon, Cisco, Dell,
HPE, Oracle, and VMware

BayInfotech Customer Testimonial
Video
Watch an interview with an actual BayInfotech
customer. Follow along as Maulik Shyani speaks
with Sébastien Morrissette of Intact Financial
Corporation about their journey utilizing Cisco

CloudCenter and how BayInfotech helped excel
their DC 2.0 project.

BayInfotech CEO Podcast
Interview
Listen to Maulik Shyani's podcast debut on Love
Never Fails Radio! Vanessa Russell of Love Never
Fails(LNF) sat down to talk all about this non-profit
we hold dear and the background Maulik is
bringing to his LNF advisory board member
position.

Cisco Application Centric
Infrastructure (ACI) Project
These days, with the growing nature in the world
of automation, ACI plays a crucial role in the
industry to assure networks work more effectively
and efficiently. Last month, BayInfotech
implemented ACI for a Cisco Partner’s end
customer facilitating the flexibility to move
applications seamlessly to any location or any
cloud while maintaining security and high
availability. For the customer it has not only
reduced total cost of ownership but also enabled
automation of IT tasks, and accelerates data
center application deployments.

Machine Learning: The Modern
Way
Machine learning (ML) is a way through which
modern machines can adapt to new things quickly.
Understand what ML does for modern adaption
and more about the "Field of study that gives
computers the capability to learn without being
explicitly programmed." -Arthur Samuel, scientist
and pioneer of machine learning.
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